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I lived out on a peaceful dairy farm;
A lovely place that was quiet and calm.
Well, it was quiet and calm until the day
A spaceship beamed a cow away!

BEEP! BOOP! BEEP!
A light came down, MEEP! MOOP! MEEP!
The Ship appeared,

‘MOO!’

A cow rose up with a startled,
But there was nothing I could do!

I hadn’t seen a thing like it before,
It slurped my cow up like a straw!

The Spaceship zoomed into the night,
Over the hills and out of sight!

I yelled into the sky, “Hear

me now,
You will NEVER get another cow!”

The next night I moved the cows under a roof,
That ship was out of luck; the plan was bulletproof!
For hours I waited and watched the sky;
Maybe The Spaceship wouldn’t come on by?

But then…

BEEP! BOOP! BEEP!
A light came down, MEEP! MOOP! MEEP!
The Ship appeared,

It picked up the barn and moved it to one side,
Then took TWO moo-ing cows for a little ride!

And just like the night before,
The cows were sucked up like a straw!

The Spaceship zoomed into the night,
Over the hills and out of sight!

I yelled into the sky, “Hear

me now,
You will NEVER get another cow!”

The next night I tied a rope ‘round every hoof,
That Ship was out of luck; the plan was bulletproof!
For hours I waited and watched the sky;
Maybe The Spaceship wouldn’t come on by?

But then…

BEEP! BOOP! BEEP!
A light came down, MEEP! MOOP! MEEP!
The Ship appeared,

TEN cows started rising into the night,
But the ropes held them nice and tight!
I yelled, “HA!

I said no cows for
you, you stupid Ship!”
But then a giant pair of scissors
floated down and SNIP! SNIP!

SNIP!

The scissors cut and the cows weren’t
tethered any more,
And again The Spaceship slurped them
up just like a straw!
The Spaceship zoomed into the night,
Over the hills and out of sight!
I yelled into the sky, “Hear

me now,
You will NEVER get another cow!”

I’d had enough of The Spaceship taking cows,
So I decided to sneak aboard the ship and
I’d beat up whatever flew The Ship
And crash it down into the local tip.

POW!

I dressed up as a cow and joined the heard,
I waited patiently all night without a word…

Then…

BEEP! BOOP! BEEP!
A light came down, MEEP! MOOP! MEEP!
The Ship appeared,

And… YES! I got picked up like the cows before,
And was sucked into The Spaceship just like a straw!
On The Ship I made my way to the captain’s chair
And you’d never guess what I found sitting there…
The captain of The Spaceship was A COW!
I said, “Why kidnap other cows just now?!”
The Cow Captain said, “KIDNAP?! You have it wrong…
Cows are leaving because we’ve been on Earth too long!
We all arrived a thousand years ago for a grazing holiday,
But humans have been EATING us and it’s time to get away!”
I said, “That’s fair enough, good to know!
Why not drop me here and I’ll let you go?”
The Cow Captain said, “Oh no, you know too much now,
If I let you go you’ll warn the humans ‘bout the cows!”
So I travelled as a prisoner with The Cow Captain to Planet MOO;
Trying to catch a spaceship was the worst thing I ever tried to do.
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Can you think of another way the boy could have protected
the cows?
Your sentence should start with:
I think he could have _________________________
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Why do you think The Spaceship only took a few cows at a time?
Your sentence should start with:
I think the Spaceship only took a few cows because ____________________
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How did The Spaceship lift the cows without touching them?
Your sentence should start with:
I think The Spaceship lifts the cows by ________________________
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What do you think happened to the boy on Planet MOO?
Your sentence should start with:
I think the boy ____________________________ on Planet MOO.
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Do you think it’s okay for people to eat cows?

verb

Your sentence should start with:
I think it is/isn’t okay for people to eat cows because ___________________

ILLUSTRATION CHALLENGE

TEN cows started rising into the night,
But the ropes held them nice and tight!
I yelled, “HA!

I said no cows for
you, you stupid Ship!”
But then a giant pair of scissors
floated down and SNIP! SNIP!

SNIP!

The scissors cut and the cows weren’t
tethered any more,
And again The Spaceship slurped them
up just like a straw!
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